
The 7-Step Implementation Process 
	  
 
Step 1: Learn the Song Barebones 
-Just whole note block chords in the Left Hand and single note melody in the Right Hand. 
 

Step 2: Script out structure  
-Use the 4 Emotional Quadrants to decide what emotional quality you want to create with 
each section of the song. 
, 

Step 3: Add Left Hand Patterns 
-Add a Left Hand pattern to each section of the song. Keep in mind the emotional quality 
you’re going for and pick a pattern that matches it. 
 

Step 4: Add the Right Hand Type 
-Pick either the single-note, octaves, or chord tone Right Hand Types for each section of the 
song. Just like the left hand, you want to pick one that matches the emotional quality you’re 
going for. 
 

Step 5: Add Right Hand Flares, Trills, Rolled Chords, ext. 
-Find some spots in the melody where the Right Hand has some extra space and fill it with 
something you learned from Project Captivate. Still keep in mind the emotional quality 
you’re going for. 
 

Step 6: Add the Intro, Transitions, and Outro 
-Use some of the techniques in this course to add in an intro, outro and transition between 
sections 
 

Step 7: Practice!  
-Make sure to use the Accelerated Learning Techniques and the correct form you learned 
from all the videos. Also, just like anything else, start hands separate SLOW and gradually 
put hands together and ramp up the speed. 
 
 

Final Note: 
-This process is a great starting point. It’ll get you to think about song structure in a way 
that’ll help you go through a song step-by-step. It’ll also take a long time the first time you 
do it. But once you’ve done it a couple times, the steps will become fluid and malleable, and 
you can be more creative instead of having exact chunked out sections. But starting off it’s 
good to follow the exact step-by-step process. 


